
Customized                     
machined seals
Capabiltiies



Oz Seals is a global leader in the sealing market by their high 
quality custom sealing solutions. Through comprehensive knowl-
edge , extensive range of materials and highly efficient production 
of customized seals, Oz Seals is ensured to meet many other 
industries requriements.

Sealing Solutions from OzSeals

FLEXIBILITY AND           
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Time, Design and Dimensions are all key elements that 
OzSeals systems need to achieve in producing high qual-
ity seals. Oz Seals has developed their OZ SIMPLOZ CAD/
CAM system, that can process seals automatically within 
minutes. From over 250 profiles, covering all seal types and 
an applicable graphical interface for any specific parameter. 
Reducing and minimizing the manufacturing time, for all 
customizable seals is an absolute must for OzSeals.  

OZ SEALS TECHNOLOGY
All OzSeals seal manufacturing machines are devel-
oped and produced by OzSeal. Through the exten-
sive knowledge of the OzSeals team, whether utilized 
or producing seals, Oz Seals can assure a high 
production rate and an endless supply of seals.

MACHINED SEALING OFFER
OZSEALS offers sealing solutions for critical industries around 
the world.

• Strong relationships with our worldwide partners, allow us
to understand their needs and tailor our products

• Custom sized seals, up to 2000mm in diameter for specific
inquiries

• A long line of materials to comply with certain environ-
ments that these sealing solutions are needed for
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Oz Seals continues to experiment with seals, through 
on repeat tests, thorough analysis and extensive 
exploration. OzSeals understands the immence impor-
tance of industry seals. In order to meet those current 
and possible future requirements that other industries 
demand, vital research must be done in ensuring a 
successful seal development. 

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY
In cooperation with our current and new partners, Oz 
Seals is ensured to give consultancy and adhere to any 
situations where a sealing solution is needed. Within 
the moment, of accepting Oz Seals solutions, no time 
is wasted in developing and shipping the seal. To the 
specfication, size and timely demand , the Oz Seals  
Team is ensure to meet the requirements. 

MANY INDUSTRIES
Oz Seals currently has three offices across the globe 
to ensure all the worldwide partners are consistenly in 
contact and guranteed reliance. 

Oz Seals is recognized as seal solution under these vast 
industries:
-Construction
-Fluid Power
-Food and Beverage
-Hydro power 
-Machine Tool
-Marine
-Mining
-Oil and Gas
-Pulp and paper 
-Water Treatment 
-Wind Energy
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